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Abstract
Assuring the quality and correctness of the welds is of great importance to nuclear industry. Strict safety
requirements are leading to increased demands for the inspection and maintenance of such components.
Nowadays, the most common NDT inspection methods for welds are conventional ultrasonic inspection and Xray inspection. However, these inspection methods have several disadvantages that promote the research of other
inspection techniques. This study analyses the ultrasonic behaviour of the beams depending on the grain
orientation located in the weld. The grain orientation has been defined using different models (Langenberg,
Schmitz, Ogilvy). Apart from the ultrasonic beams generated by conventional ultrasonic transducers, beams
generated by linear and matrix phased-array transducers have been analysed. CIVA software, a specific
ultrasonic tool, has been used for that purpose, and the results obtained have been validated in the laboratory.
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1. Introduction
Some industries related to dangerous activities, such as nuclear industry, require ensuring the
quality and correctness of the welds. However, the inspection complexity of some welds is
really high due to their thickness and interfaces [1]. Moreover, the anisotropy and attenuation
of the weld material can also complicate the inspection process [2]. All these issues, as well as
the strict safety requirements, make necessary the development of new inspection
technologies.
Nowadays, the most common NDT inspection methods for weld inspections are conventional
ultrasonic inspection and X-ray inspection [3]. However, X-ray inspections are very time
consuming and they cannot be used in situ. On the other hand, although ultrasonic inspections
could be laborious due to the anisotropy of the material, they can be carried out in situ, which
opens the possibility to inspect assembled or big parts [3]. Besides, the high potential of
ultrasonic inspections led to further investigations in this technique [4].
This paper analyses the beam propagation through complex welds, which are composed of
anisotropic grains with different orientations, in order to improve the reliability of ultrasonic
testing. This study analyses the behaviour of the beams depending on the grain orientation
located in the weld using conventional and phased array transducers.

2. Beam propagation in anisotropic materials
The weld inspection can be laborious due to the anisotropy of the grains and the different
grain orientations. Regarding the material anisotropy, the added material Inconel has been
considered orthorhombic [5], which means that three planes are symmetrical. As a
consequence of this symmetry, if the coordinate planes agree with symmetry planes, the
stiffness matrix of orthorhombic system has nine independent values [6]. X-ray diffractometry
and ultrasound measurements enable to determine the elastic constants of the matrix [5].
The beams propagating through welds suffer from deviation and division, due to grain
orientation and anisotropy [7, 8].

Let us start analysing the deviation of the beams. In anisotropic materials, the speed is
changed depending on the propagation direction. Once the Inconel stiffness matrix has been
defined, the slowness curves of Inconel have been calculated by means of Christoffel’s
equation (1) [6, 9, 10]:
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Where, ʎ is the Kronecker symbol, V is the phase velocity, n is the propagation direction and
is Inconel stiffness matrix.
Although longitudinal and transversal waves are generated in the weld, in this study, only
longitudinal waves have been taken into account. This can be explained as follows, the
slowness curves of a transversal wave are complex as it is shown in Fig. 1. This means that
both deviation and division of transversal waves are strongly influenced by the grain
geometry. This geometrical dependency, as well as the hard attenuation, make inconvenient to
work with transversal waves [11].

Fig. 1 Slowness curves of transversal waves.

The slowness curves of longitudinal waves when the coordinate planes agree with symmetry
planes are represented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Slowness curves of the anisotropic material.

Regarding the propagation of ultrasonic waves, isotropic assumptions are quite valid when the
ultrasonic wavelength is much larger than the grain size. However when a material is
composed of anisotropic grains, whose dimensions have the same magnitude as the ultrasonic
wavelength, the deviation of the beam in the grain boundaries must be considered [12].
In a boundary line between two media, the horizontal component of phase-slowness must be
continuous across this boundary. This property must be preserved for both isotropic and
anisotropic media regardless of the type of waves generated in the boundary (“Fermat
principle of stationary time”) [13]. Taking into account this property the refraction angle has
been defined (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). While, the circles of the first media represent the
slowness curves of the isotropic coupling area, the curves of the second media represent the
slowness curves of the anisotropic material. Fig. 3 shows the influence of the grain orientation
(0º and 30º) when the ultrasonic beam incidence perpendicularly to the interface. On the other
hand, Fig. 4 shows that the beam behaviour has been analysed with the same grain orientation
but with an incidence angle of 5º.
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Fig. 3 Direction of the refracted angles with an incidence angle of 0º; a) Grain orientation: 0º, b) Grain
orientation: 30º.
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Fig. 4 Direction of the refracted angles with an incidence angle of 5º; a) Grain orientation: 0º, b) Grain
orientation: 30º.

In Fig. 5, we can observe that the same phenomena are obtained from the simulations carried
out with CIVA. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b represent the cases of Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, respectively.
Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d represent the cases of Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, respectively.
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Fig. 5 Direction of the refracted angles in CIVA; a) Grain orientation: 0º and incidence angle 0º,
b) Grain orientation: 30º and incidence angle 0º; c) Grain orientation: 0º and incidence angle 5º,
d) Grain orientation: 30º and incidence angle 5º.

Once the beam deviation has been analysed, let us now study the division of the beam. As a
consequence of the deviation described before, the refraction angle of the beam would be
different depending on the grain orientation (see Fig. 6). Moreover, the grain shape also has
an influence on the beam division.

Fig. 6 Division of the refracted beam in CIVA.

The attenuation of the material and the distortion caused in the grain edges are phenomena
that occur in these welds, but this paper is focused on the deviation and division of the beam.

3. Grain orientation
Several models of grains structures are proposed in this paper, in order to demonstrate which
presents more accurate results for the weld considered. There are some models to describe the
grain structure which can be found in the literature. Some models use simplified and
symmetrical descriptions of the grain and, others use more realistic descriptions, considering
the grain asymmetry. In this study, we have compared the following models: Langerberg
model [14], Ogilvy model [15], and Schmitz model [16]. On the one hand, Langerberg model
is based on simplified symmetrical structures, i.e., grains aligned or inclined 45º with respect
to the vertical axis. Our simulations with this model were carried out considering 45º of
inclination (see Fig. 7a). On the other hand, Ogilvy model describes the grain structure by
means of the following mathematical functions [5]:
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Equation (2) and (3) allow us to take into account different chamfer geometries (see Fig. 7b).
Parameter η, which varies from 0 to 1, represents the speed of the evolution of the grain
orientation from the centre of the weld to the edges. Finally, Schmitz model expresses
empirical symmetrical grain structures using orientation vectors (N) with three coordinates
(see Fig. 7c). The N vectors have the following coordinates Nx=x0.1, Ny=0 and Nz=-0.1z when
the transverse plane of the weld corresponds to the XZ plane with Z as vertical axis. As we
can see in Fig. 8, the beam suffers a different deviation depending on the model considered.
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Fig. 7 Grain orientation models; a) Lanrenberg model, b) Ogilvy model ƞ=1, c) Schmitz.
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Fig. 8 Beam propagation in CIVA; a) Lanrenberg model, b) Ogilvy model ƞ=0.5, c) Schmitz.

4. Nuclear weld inspection
The weld analysed in this paper, corresponds to a mock-up of an Inconel weld which can be
found in the residual hot nozzle of AP1000 nuclear generators (Westinghouse). The nozzle
mock up, as we can see in Fig. 9a, is composed of carbon steel (SA-508), Inconel buttering
(Electrode 152M), Inconel weld (Electrode 152M), Inconel cladding (Filler Metal 52M) and
Inconel forging. Physical dimensions of the analysed weld are also shown in Fig. 9a. The
mock up contains notches represented in the Fig. 9b. The reflectors ‘A’ and ‘B’ are
longitudinal and transversal notches located in the weld, respectively. It is worth mentioning
that only the longitudinal notch has been taken into account to the experimental inspection
shown later on.
The Inconel alloy of the forging, buttering, welding and cladding is 690. This Inconel alloy is
austenitic. An austenitic grain is most often considered as an orthotropic material but it is
possible to use a transversely isotropic system to describe the grain material. In this case, the
following orthorhombic stiffness matrix has been used [17].
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Fig. 9 Residual hot nozzle of AP1000 nuclear generators (Westinghouse); a) Description of the composition and
materials, b) Image of the nozzle mock up. ‘A’ and ‘B’ represent longitudinal and transversal notches,
respectively.

2.1 Definition of transducers
CIVA simulations, as well as experimental measurements have been carried out considering
conventional transducers and phased array transducers. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the
main features of the transducers.
Table 1 Definition of conventional transducers.
CONVENTIONAL TRANSDUCERS
Frequency
Diameter

1
2

2.25 MHz
1 MHz

16 mm
32 mm

Table 2 Definition of phased array transducers.
Frequency

5 MHz

LINEAR PHASED ARRAY
Element
Active
Primary axis
conf.
section
pitch

64x1

38.4x16
mm

0.6 mm

Frequency

2.25 MHz

DUAL MATRIX ARRAY
Element
Active section
conf.

7x4

19x12 mm

Primary axis
pitch

2,71 mm

2.2 CIVA analysis
Regarding the software analysis, the weld has been defined as it is shown in Fig. 10, based on
the aforementioned grain orientation models. The values of ƞ=0.5 and ƞ=1 have been
considered for Ogilvy model.
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Fig. 10 Grain orientation models definition in CIVA); a) Lanrenberg model, b) Ogilvy model ƞ=0.5, c) Ogilvy
model ƞ=1, d) Schmitz.

As the grain size of the Inconel forging and carbon steel material is much smaller than the
wavelength, they have been considered isotropic. However, the grain size of the weld,
buttering and cladding has the same magnitude as the wavelength, so they have been
considered anisotropic.
2.2.1 Conventional transducers
The reflection of the backwall echo has been analysed considering conventional transducers
in CIVA (see Fig. 11). A scanning simulation has been carried out through the line
represented in the Fig. 11. The results obtained with the conventional transducers are
represented in the Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

Fig. 11 CIVA simulation definition for conventional transducers.
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Fig. 12 Results with the 1st transducer (f=2.25 MHz; ø= 16 mm); a) Lanrenberg model, b) Ogilvy model ƞ=0.5,
c) Ogilvy model ƞ=1, d) Schmitz.
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Fig. 13 Results with the 2nd transducer (f=1 MHz; ø= 32mm); a) Lanrenberg model, b) Ogilvy model ƞ=0.5,
c) Ogilvy model ƞ=1, d) Schmitz.

2.2.1 Phased array transducers
The diffractions of a notch edges have been analysed with phased array transducers in CIVA
(see Fig. 14). In both cases, the transducer is located in a specific position to detect the defect.
In the case of linear phased array the beam is deflected from 50º to 60º. In the case of dual
matrix array the beam is deflected from 40º to 70º. The results obtained with phased array
transducers are represented in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.
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Fig. 14 CIVA simulation definition for phased array transducers; a) Linear phased array (50º-60º), b) Dual
matrix array (40º-70º).
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Fig. 15 Results obtained with the linear phased array); a) Lanrenberg model, b) Ogilvy model ƞ=0.5, c) Ogilvy
model ƞ=1, d) Schmitz.
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Fig. 16 Results obtained with the dual matrix array); a) Lanrenberg model, b) Ogilvy model ƞ=0.5, c) Ogilvy
model ƞ=1, d) Schmitz.

2.3 Experimental results
2.3.1 Conventional transducers
Experimental results with conventional transducers have been obtained using the
OmniScan MX [16:128] ultrasonic equipment and a wheel type encoder (see Fig. 17). The
transducer movement in the inspection is represented with an arrow. The results obtained with
2.25 MHz transducer and with 1 MHz transducer are represented in Fig. 18.

Fig. 17 Inspection with conventional transducers.
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Fig. 18 Experimental results; a) 1st transducer (f=2.25 MHz; ø= 16mm), b) 2nd transducer (f=1 MHz; ø= 32 mm).

2.3.2 Phased array transducers
Experimental results with phased array transducers have been obtained using the Focus LT
[64:128] ultrasonic equipment and TomoView software (see Fig. 19). The results obtained
with the linear phased array and the dual matrix array are shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 19 Inspection with a phased array transducer.
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Fig. 20 Experimental results; a) Linear phased array, b) Dual matrix array.

2.3 Results analysis
Let us start considering the results obtained with conventional transducers. As the diameter of
the first transducer is a half of the diameter of the second transducer, the results obtained with
the first one are more punctual. However, in both cases we can determine the inspection zone
correctly (see Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21 Analysis of experimental results; a) 1st transducer (f=2.25 MHz; ø= 16mm), b) 2nd transducer (f=1 MHz;
ø= 32 mm).

As for the simulations results obtained in CIVA with conventional transducers, the
Lanrenberg model has been rejected because an early answer of the weld is generated with
both transducers (see Fig. 22a and 22b). This answer, as we have observed on the
experimental results, should appear deeper. The Schmitz model has also been rejected
because the scanning position of the echo does not coincide with the experimental position
when the 2.25 MHz transducer is considered (see Fig. 22c). That means that the deviation of
the beam is not correctly calculated. Finally, although the results obtained with both Ogilvy

models are similar, the results with ƞ=0.5 get closer to the reality (see Fig. 23). There is a
second echo in Ogilvy ƞ=1, which does not appear in the experimental results.

Incorrect position

Early answer

b)
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Fig. 22 Analysis of CIVA results; a) Lanrenberg model and 1st transducer (f=2.25 MHz; ø= 16mm),
b) Lanrenberg model and 2nd transducer (f=1 MHz; ø= 32 mm), c) Schmitz model and 1st transducer
(f=2.25 MHz; ø= 16mm).

Second echo
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Fig. 23 Analysis of CIVA results with Ogilvy model; a) ƞ=0.5 and 1st transducer (f=2.25 MHz; ø= 16mm),
b) ƞ=1 and 1st transducer (f=2.25 MHz; ø= 16mm), c) ƞ=0.5 and 2nd transducer (f=1 MHz; ø= 32 mm), d) ƞ=1
and 2nd transducer (f=1 MHz; ø= 32 mm).

Let us now analyse the results obtained with phased array transducers. The beam path in the
weld with phased array transducer is short but some differences have been detected among the
results obtained in CIVA. Experimental result obtained with the linear array shows that the
intensity of the second echo is higher than the first one (see Fig. 24). Regarding the theoretical
results, only Ogilvy models show the same behaviour.

Fig. 24 Analysis of experimental results with the linear transducer

Finally, experimental results obtained with the dual matrix array, a high intensity echo is
detected (see Fig. 20b). Once again, Ogilvy model is the only one which predicts properly this
behaviour (see Fig. 16b and 16c). The Ogilvy model predicts an unique echo, while
Lanrenberg and Schmitz models predicts an echo divided in two parts.

4. Conclusions
The results obtained show that the propagation of the beam is not a straight line. The
anisotropy of the material and the difference in grains orientation affects in the deviation as it
was expected. The studio of the propagation of the beam helps to understand the results
obtained and optimized the transducer configuration. Beam propagation of conventional
transducers and phased array transducers has been analysed.
Weld models have been determined, and the simulations have been carried out using CIVA.
These results have been validated in the laboratory, determining Ogilvy as the best
approximation, specifically, Ogilvy model with ƞ=0.5.
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